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“THEREFORE,

MY BELOVED BROTHERS, BE
STEADFAST, IMMOVABLE, ALWAYS
ABOUNDING IN THE WORK OF THE LORD,
KNOWING THAT IN THE LORD YOUR
LABOR IS NOT IN VAIN.”

-1 CORINTHIANS 15:58 (ESV)
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A WORD FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

I believe the following quote from Mother
Theresa depicts the heart and hope of
Alabaster Jar:
“I never look at the masses as my
responsibility; I look at the individual. Maybe
if I didn’t pick up that one person, I wouldn’t
have picked up 42,000…The same thing
goes for you, the same thing in your family,
the same thing in your church, your
community. Just begin-one, one, one.”
As Alabaster Jar volunteers stroll the streets on
Wednesdays or sit in the café on Thursdays,
they see the desperate faces of ‘many’ and
offer them a smile, a hug, a drink, a prayer.
Often, amid the masses, God orchestrates
serving the ‘one’ who needs to be ‘picked up’;
she is our responsibility. I have never
encountered something more beautiful than a
woman opening her heart when it has been
closed for so long. At this moment a journey
worth traveling begins!

Chairperson, and therefore I will no longer
have any specific role with this ministry.
Though this is a bittersweet moment for me, I
am truly grateful for those who are in
leadership roles and will faithfully serve
Alabaster Jar into the next decade!
As I close, most importantly, I want to thank
the committed staff, volunteers, donors and
partners who have sacrificially given of their
time, talents and tithe in 2019. YOU are
making it possible for lives affected by
modern-day slavery to be transformed and
dignity restored!
Thank you again for serving the ‘many’ but for
‘picking up the one, one, one’. Their lives will
forever be changed!

Lynette Good, Chairperson

After 10 years of serving with Alabaster Jar in
leadership roles, I am resigning as the
A WORD FROM THE CHAIRPERSON // 5
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Equating to 2.67

To further the mission

Full-Time Employees

of Alabaster Jar

WHO WE ARE

“We want to see dignity restored to the women on the streets of Berlin.
They are women loved by God, and they deserve our respect.”
- Patricia Green, late founder of Alabaster Jar
Our VISION is a world free from sexual exploitation.
Our MISSION is to see life transformation amongst individuals
working in Berlin's sex industry by communicating the love of Christ.

GOSPEL-CENTERED:
we are committed to communicating the good news of Jesus

RESPECTFUL:
we walk patiently and faithfully alongside the women in their life’s journey

AFFIRMING:
we affirm value in all people

COMPASSIONATE WITH CONSISTENCY:
we build trust and persevere where others might give up

ENDURING IN PRAYER:
we call on God to change impossible situations
WHO WE ARE // 7

“WHEN I WAS IN SCHOOL,

I THOUGHT
THIS WORK WOULD BE ELEGANT AND
GLAMOROUS… THAT WAS MY
BIGGEST MISTAKE.”

“IT DOESN’T MATTER IF YOU CHOOSE
THIS OR IF YOU ARE BEING FORCED,
THIS WORK WILL BREAK YOU
PHYSICALLY, EMOTIONALLY, AND
SPIRITUALLY.”

“I DON’T DO THIS FOR FUN, BECAUSE
IT’S NOT FUN. I DO THIS FOR MY
FAMILY.”
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THE PROBLEM

With Germany’s sex industry generating streets is, “I am doing this for my family.”
an annual profit of €15 billion, it is no
surprise that Germany is referred to as
‘Europe’s biggest brothel.’ In 2002,
prostitution was legalized and today we
see approximately 400,000 individuals
working in Germany and 1.6 million men
purchasing sex every day. In Berlin alone,
there are about 8,000 individuals working
in the sex industry and over 600 brothels
in operation. Sex work is deemed “a career
like any other,” but a closer look shows us
that could not be further from the truth.
Research reveals that 70-95% of women
working in prostitution experience intense
physical violence. On the street, we
regularly hear stories of women being
beaten up, pushed out of cars, cut with
razors, or burned with cigarettes. Research
also shows that those working in the sex
industry experience PTSD on the same
level as combat veterans or torture
survivors. This kind of violence and abuse
comes not only at the hands of clients, but
also pimps—men who keep the women
under a close watch, and can require up to
400 to 500 euros from the women’s
earnings each night.
Many ask, how do the women find
themselves in these circumstances, and
why do they remain? The most common
story that we hear over and over on the

73% of the women we engage with are
not from Germany—with most coming
from impoverished Eastern Europe
countries like Hungary, Bulgaria, and
Romania. These women are supporting
children, siblings, sick parents, and
extended families back home. To many of
them, their worth is defined by how well
they can provide. As one woman explained
to us: “If I have money, I am something. If
I don’t, I am dead.”
Because of their urgent need for money,
these women are put into incredibly
dangerous and vulnerable positions. Many
women cannot speak German, and yet
they must attempt to negotiate every night
with clients. And because of their
desperation for money, they often must
engage in gruesome sexual acts with
clients, such as sex without a condom—
something which is technically illegal but
impossible for the government to regulate.
Many women must work while they are
pregnant even right up until their due date.
Some are homeless, and live on the streets
where they work. We have seen women
walking the streets with shopping carts full
of their belongings, with no place to go.
Lastly, many women suffer from drug
addictions, as drugs and alcohol can be the
only means they have to numb the pain.

“I AM IN HELL. I

CRY EVERY DAY.”

THE PROBLEM // 9

OUR RESPONSE: OUTREACH
At Alabaster Jar e.V. we care for the
immediate needs of the women by providing
food, clothing, condoms, and a safe space for
rest and warmth away from the streets.

In 2019, 25 regular volunteers reached and
built relationship with 181 women through
both Alabaster Jar Street and Café
Outreaches.

We build trust and establish community by
listening, sharing a meal, doing group activities
or assisting with practical tasks such as
translation of official documentation. Without
this trust and consistency, we believe the
chances of a woman having the confidence
and know-how to take steps towards a better
life are vastly reduced.
Lastly, we provide opportunities for connection
to vital service providers such as homeless
shelters, social workers, medical professionals
and safe houses in Germany and across
Europe.

Na tiona lities of Women

Other
11%
Bulgaria
28%

Romania
15%

We place a high value on partnership and are
consistently working to strengthen our
network in all sectors. As one of the only
Christian organizations working with these
women in Berlin, we are committed to keeping
the Gospel at the center; that they might know
God’s love and transformative power also
through prayer, devotion, testimony and
worship.
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Visitors

Café

Café

2018

2019

Volunteers

In 2019 we maintained and increased the size
and strength of our Street volunteer team.
Establishing consistency on both our frontline
and prayer teams allowed us to start sending
out two frontline teams covering different
routes, whilst keeping the Café open during
Street Outreach some weeks.
After a woman knocked on the door during
our team worship time, asking if one day she
could join, we launched monthly worship
nights starting in July. We have found this to
be a time for peace and reflection, as well as
bringing
great
joy
and
fun.
Our baskets of coffee, tea, condoms, chocolate
and literature keep us recognizable on the
streets, as we continue to reach out to new
and familiar faces weekly. We regularly give
out doctor contact information and highlight
the Café as a safe space for further support.

The relationships built mean there is often an
opportunity for Gospel conversation and
prayer. In fact, there are a number of ladies
who regularly approach our team with their
hands clasped together in prayer, ready for us
to pray with them.
Outreach reporting has also developed and
we were able to document interaction with 88
different women in 2019. At least 11
nationalities were noted and our volunteers
could engage in German, Spanish and English.
Throughout the year, we were thanked
numerous times for coming out onto the
streets and for what we do (no matter the
weather!). One woman in particular,
specifically thanked us for respecting her. This
kind of response encourages our work and
reminds us why we keep going!

OUR RESPONSE: OUTREACH // 11

WEDNESDAY EVENINGS, WEEKLY

STREET OUTREACH

CAFÉ OUTREACH

Here too, we were better than ever at
recording our visitors, and our records show
that we were able to reach 93 different
women throughout 2019. We met women
from 12 countries and our volunteers were able
to engage with these women in German,
English, Ukrainian, Russian, Spanish and
Bulgarian. We experienced deeper levels of
openness this year, as women shared more
freely with us about their lives; how they
ended up on the streets of Berlin and the
struggles they face day in and day out. These
conversations are raw and they are honest, but
they are beautiful to us, as they represent trust
built.
Our team has had many opportunities to pray
for the women and share about the love of
Christ, which inspires and enables us to show
12 // OUR RESPONSE: OUTREACH

up each week. The women see and feel the
difference in the Café and they tell us. In fact,
one of the Café feedback cards read: “I would
like to tell the Alabaster Jar team that I am
very thankful (for what they do).”
The women we come alongside struggle with
drug
addiction,
homelessness,
abuse,
exploitation, separation from loved ones,
sickness and great pain. Despite this reality,
we have continued to see sprouts of hope as
some found new jobs and homes; some have
received help from social workers and rediscovered
dreams
and
talents.
Our collaboration with other organizations
continued to strengthen this year and as a
result, we have been able to refer women to
facilities and programs specifically in line with
their needs.

THURSDAY AFTERNOONS, WEEKLY

This year in the Café, we enjoyed a year of
stability! As our volunteer team grew in
consistency and confidence, we were able to
greet the women with familiar faces week
after week—something which is hugely
beneficial for our work.

OUR RESPONSE: OUTREACH // 13

“I AM THANKFUL FOR THURSDAY CAFÉ
BECAUSE IT IS SUPER COLD OUTSIDE AND
HERE THERE IS A WARM ATMOSPHERE
AND LOTS TO EAT AND DRINK.”

THIS IS FREEDOM
Following one of our worship nights, T. shared that she’d “lost her voice” and hadn’t sung for 18
years since she lost her baby. “It feels like I’ve got rocks all the way up my throat, blocking the
sound coming out,” she explained.
Filled with compassion, one of our team members was able to pray with T., and as they did, T.’s
heart softened and she cried knowing that she was safe to do so.
“You see those [pointing to the tears], THIS is freedom. You can let those out. In fact, one
day we are going to sing together.” T. smiled.
It is moments like these which pave the way for meaningful conversations. After this, we had a
wonderful opportunity to share further options for support away from the streets with T. After
collaborating with a social worker from Neustart e.V., a space was secured in a safe house and
arrangements were made for T. to be accompanied and welcomed there.
Despite the fact that T. got cold feet and did not choose this road, Alabaster Jar e.V. and Neustart
e.V. were very encouraged by their excellent teamwork, and were grateful for the steps T. did
take and the lessons we could both learn as organizations. We have since been able to further
assist T. with accommodation.

LIVES TRANSFORMED. DIGNITY RESTORED.
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BREAKING LANGUAGE BARRIERS
Every week during Street Outreach, we see P., a lovely woman from Albania, who speaks very
little German. We always communicated with her as best we could, but so much
would go unsaid.
One night, we decided to try using the Google Translate app on our phones to tell her:
"It's so nice to see you every week." She responded with a big smile and wrote us back,"
Thank you, we love it when you come."
From here, we started having the conversation we'd been wishing to have for weeks. She
confided in us that she misses her kids, and that she sacrifices her life for them. We told her we
know the what she is doing is very hard and not easy for her. To that she responded,
"Thank you for respecting me."
Wow. We hope this conversation impacted her even just half as much as it impacted us!
We continue to build this relationship of trust and respect with P.

LIVES TRANSFORMED. DIGNITY RESTORED.

THE BEGINNINGS OF TRUST
It took a while before A. would talk to us or make eye contact. A young woman from Eastern
Europe, A. works on a street that is highly controlled by pimps. As the months went by and we
kept showing up consistently, we started building a friendship with her.
On the evening of our Christmas party, A. came into the Café. Now normally, she would just
come in briefly and not stay long. But when she saw that we were decorating the Christmas
tree, she got so excited. A. decorated the tree with another woman from the streets who she
would normally not associate with, taking great care and precision. She also decorated Christmas
cookies and displayed them proudly on a plate. For the first time, A. stayed in the Café for hours.
Not only could we share that time with her, but we were able to see her uniqueness and
creativity and encourage her in that! We know this was a big step in building a relationship of
trust with A.

LIVES TRANSFORMED. DIGNITY RESTORED.
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OUR TEAM

OUR STAFF
In 2018 we transitioned from being predominantly volunteer-led, to having appointed three parttime staff (from left to right): Jessica Duncan (Financial Administrator); Lynne Barlow (Team
Leader); Nancy Mende (Outreach Coordinator). Together with a team of committed
volunteers, they set about establishing strong foundations to ensure the long-term sustainability
of the work. Lynne Barlow was promoted from Team Leader to Director in March 2019.
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OUR VOLUNTEERS
Throughout 2019 Alabaster Jar engaged 49 volunteers in total, with 25 involved regularly in
Outreach and 17 assisting behind the scenes with creative projects, translation and baking. We
welcomed 17 new volunteers to our team this year and hosted 120 visitors! Our volunteers serve
on frontline outreach teams, they faithfully pray, bake, fundraise, raise awareness, provide
administrative support and so much more!

OUR INTERNS
Helping us with communications, marketing, finance, devotions, and creative tasks such as
designing Christmas cards, our interns continue to lighten the load behind the scenes. These
wonderful interns have blessed the work of Alabaster Jar immensely over the last year and it
has been a joy to have them on our team!
OUR TEAM // 17

REFLECTIONS FROM OUR DIRECTOR

Lynne Barlow, Director of Alabaster Jar

What a fantastic year 2019 was for Alabaster
Jar. Looking back, looking forward, we can be
thankful for the progress made, the lives
impacted, and all that is to come.
In my role as Alabaster Jar Director, I am
convinced that one of the most important
things I can do for this organization and the
Alabaster Jar team is to stay in touch with the
need in Berlin’s red-light district. This year we
have loved much and listened much –
ensuring that the women’s voices take
precedence and are properly valued. In this
way, we can be sure that the work we do is
vitally important since it addresses genuine
need; it responds to real situations and is in
18 // REFLECTIONS FROM OUR DIRECTOR

part
led
by
the
women.
Of course, a key question for every
organization is: what does impact look like?
Impact for Alabaster Jar currently looks like
holding tired bodies, feeding the hungry,
clothing the poor and providing a safe, warm
place to rest away from the streets. It looks like
referrals to homeless shelters, safe houses and
collaboration with social workers. It means
chaotic fashion shows with donated clothes,
singing songs and decorating Christmas
cookies! It means celebrating each step
forward and offering a hand when life feels
too
lonely
and
too
difficult.

“NOW ALL GLORY TO GOD, WHO IS
ABLE, THROUGH HIS MIGHTY POWER AT
WORK WITHIN US, TO ACCOMPLISH
INFINITELY MORE THAN WE MIGHT ASK
OR THINK.”

-EPHESIANS 3:20, NLT

We teach the women the importance of
boundaries, respect and listening, and they
learn that processing their emotions is healthy
even if it is scary and they feel angry. They
also learn that no matter what their lives look
like that God cares about every detail. In fact,
I can think of a number of women, who, when
we arrive on the streets with our baskets and
hot drinks, before anything else, put their
hands into a prayer position to pray with us.

At Alabaster Jar, we believe this is impact.

As Henri J. M. Nouwen writes, “the cry that
arises from behind the temporary façade of
wealth, success, popularity and power in
today’s world is, ‘is there anybody who loves
me?; is there anyone who really cares?’” We
might not be able to prove to the point of
prosecution that many of these women are
victims of human trafficking, but we can
answer these two questions with a resounding
Help comes in practical and spiritual terms, YES.
and many of these women understand their
need for Jesus – something which many of us I commend the Alabaster Jar team for their
fail to grasp.
commitment to ‘the one’; their perseverance
despite moments of frustration, and consistency
Testimony after testimony, we hear women and prayer which can only result in impact.
speak of how our work makes a difference to This team is actively modelling what it is to
them: “In here [Café Outreach] you’re not a ‘love thy neighbour’, even if it means deep
prostitute – you’re a woman. You can be solidarity with the anguish the women
normal and talk about your problems. On the experience – simply because Jesus would be
streets you’re just anyone, one of many.” there if He were still walking these streets as a
man.
The walls of distrust come down as we listen
to painful stories of how some have suffered Thank you for your prayers and faithful
exploitation for more than 45 years: “I was sold support which makes all of our work possible.
into prostitution at 15. At 15 I was sold right We could not do it without you.
down there,” she said, pointing to the end of
the road. We see women groaning with
exhaustion when they finally get to sit down,
and others overjoyed because our team
ensured they didn’t have to sleep another cold
winter night outside.
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ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

In 2019 we have continued to make excellent
progress behind the scenes, establishing
stronger systems, processes and structure to
better support the work on the ground and
ensure long term sustainability for the
organization. There is a growing sense of
anticipation and excitement in the team as new
volunteers join, our work develops, prayers are
answered, and lives are impacted. We are
grateful.
As a non-profit organization, we are entirely
dependent on the generous giving of
volunteers, donors, and our staff team, who
consistently go above and beyond to make our
work possible. This year the team grew from
35 to 49 volunteers engaged, with 25
Outreach volunteers, 18 behind-the-scenes
volunteers – who support with creative
projects, translation and baking – and 6 interns.
Volunteer recruitment and retention remained
strong and a total of 3,647 volunteer hours
were given in 2019. As a result, we could
regularly send out two frontline teams whilst
keeping the Café open for follow-up during
Street Outreach; launch monthly worship
nights; engage more male volunteers in prayer;
and see the organization benefit from a range
of new skills. Consistency is proving to be vital
for relationship building with the women, and
we are excited to see how this growth will
multiply our impact. Next year we will also
welcome a number of new Board members
who will provide strategic and spiritual
oversight and accountability.

Alabaster Jar also made significant
improvements in terms of financial reporting
and donor care in 2019. We worked hard to
achieve a more personalized approach and
ensure that where possible all donors are
thanked and understand their impact on an
ongoing basis.
Our new Outreach reports mean we are now
better equipped to raise awareness, pray,
communicate the need and our response more
effectively, and to speak on behalf of the
women so that their voices are heard. Keeping
the women and their transformation at the
center of our work is of vital importance and,
their feedback helps to keep us on track and
encouraged when the team is tired.
Alabaster Jar e.V. is becoming increasingly well
known in Germany, and we are welcoming
visitors on a regular basis from across Europe
and further afield. The rebranding, video and
strategy for social media has resulted in greater
online engagement, and we will film another
new pro-bono video at the beginning of 2020.
Between 2018 and 2019, newsletter sign-ups
for English and German content increased by
200% and 100% respectively, and the
average engagement rate for subscribers was
60% in 2019. We also released a new 2019
Prayer Diary, and designed new flyers, business
cards and a pull-up banner for events and
promotion.
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In 2019, relationships with other groups,
churches,
businesses,
and
non-profit
organizations
were
established
and
strengthened. We enjoy collaboration and the
opportunity to encourage, learn from one
another and offer more extensive support
simply by working together.
We had the privilege of presenting at a Rising
Pineapple’s event on International Women’s
Day, and our fundraiser event in November
was supported by two fantastic musicians
from Nigeria and Scotland. Fundraising
efforts at the end of the year were hugely
successful, with just over €29k raised from
Giving Tuesday, the Alabaster Jar fundraiser
and end-of-year giving. We also received
donations for our special Christmas outreaches
from the comapany Flaconi GmbH in Berlin,
and we will partner with Stars in Concert for
an Alabaster Jar benefit concert in 2020.

All in all, 2019 was a fantastic year for
Alabaster Jar and we are excited for what is
next. Although we know that much of this
progress simply requires our hard work and
sacrifice, we are utterly dependent on God’s
guidance, provision and wisdom for
everything we do. He is in the business of
changing lives and we trust in His power. It is
truly a beautiful thing to witness both the
women and our team growing in the
knowledge that they are loved unconditionally
by their heavenly Father.
Thank you for partnering with us, cheering us
on and praying us through as we seek to bring
the light and life of Jesus into some of the
darkest corners of Berlin.
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LOOKING BACK ON 2019

JAN
2019 got off to a busy start as plans were
made and set in motion for the year
ahead.
The team began work on the Annual
Report, getting to grips with InDesign
software and reviewing stories and
statistics from our work the previous year.

MAR

FEB
Our Valentine’s Outreach took us back to
our beginnings, as we handed out roses
with
scripture
cards
based
on
1 Corinthians 13:4-8.
Also in February, our team was hugely
encouraged by a visit from Junction 42
staff (a like-minded organization in the
UK), and we attended a conference
hosted by International Justice Mission
and Gemeinsam Gegen Menschenhandel
on Human Trafficking in Germany.

APR

In March, Alabaster Jar held its Annual
General Meeting, where Lynne Barlow
was appointed Director.

In April, we celebrated Easter by handing
out goody bags and painting Easter eggs
with the women.

Lauran Bethell, a global consultant for
human trafficking, also came to visit!

We also welcomed photographer and
graphic designer, Juliet Furst, to the team,
who ensured we had a consistent supply
of images and a beautifully designed 2019
Prayer Diary.
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MAY
In May, Director Lynne and Café
volunteer Tabea, visited American Church
in Berlin to share about our work and how
they too can get involved.
We hosted a large number of visitors on
Outreach this month, including a
Saddleback PEACE team and a group
from Cornerstone EF Church in Michigan.

JUL
In July we tried something new and
launched Worship Nights with the
women! A time that used to be solely for
our team, is now a time we also share with
the women once a month. It has been a
privilege to facilitate these sweet times
where the women can experience the
presence of God for themselves.

JUN
As an organization that relies heavily on
volunteers, we wanted to show our team
some love! In June, we had a Volunteer
Appreciation Night and our team
enjoyed some dessert and time out
together
outside
of
Outreach.

AUG
Summer is always our busiest time for
hosting missions teams! This year we
welcomed visitors from European
Initiative, Novo and Wort des Lebens
Bible School.
The ladies of Alabaster Jar also got to
celebrate with our Director Lynne, as she
got ready to tie the knot! We love
celebrating big life events as a team and
this was no exception!
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SEPT
Networking efforts continued this month
as we met with 2 other like-minded
organizations
to
discuss
further
collaboration. Our team got stuck into
preparations for a few very busy months
ahead!

NOV
Fundraising time! Christmas is a busy
season for non-profit organizations, and
we hit the ground running this year.
Thanks to the support of local and not-so
local artists, as well as the YMCA, we
were able to host a packed-out music
fundraiser and share stories from our
work. Also a huge success was this year’s
Giving Tuesday!
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OCT
We were proud to join the Walk For
Freedom event in Berlin, as an
organization that works on the ground!
This year we went the extra mile to tell
passionate attendees about our work.
Also in October, we had the privilege of
hosting Pastor Ken and Pastor Raewyn
Harrison at our Street Outreach – this
wonderful couple have been supporters
of our work since day one, and they were
thrilled to see the team growing and a
flourishing outreach!

DEC
Christmas Outreach is always special, but
this year was one for the books. By
reorganizing the Café space and choosing
a specific Outreach focus, the women’s
engagement rocketed! Women stayed
for hours to get creative, decorating
cookies and the Christmas tree. This year
we combined our efforts with Neustart
e.V. On the Street, we put on our antlers
to hand out gifts to the women working,
and we stopped at a brothel we had
never been to before.

SUPPORTER TESTIMONIALS
USING MY SKILLS IN A PRACTICAL WAY:
NIC’S STORY
After learning about Alabaster Jar and their
unquestionable devotion, care and love for
women on the streets of Berlin, I was eager to
get involved. Over a year ago I was able to
join the prayer team for a few nights of
outreach, and I was blown away by the
team’s faithfulness and deep desire to share
the love of Jesus. Since then I’ve joined
Alabaster Jar as their finance intern and a
prayer team leader on Wednesday nights.
Helping with the finances has been great
because it gives me a better understanding of
what happens behind the scenes at Alabaster
Jar to make outreach happen. I have learnt so
much serving behind the scenes with the
Alabaster Jar staff, and it’s cool to see how
their heart and passion goes into every project.
Even though the finance work isn’t too
exciting, I love being able to use my skills and
time to support the ministry in a very practical
way.

I personally find my role as a prayer leader
very fulfilling. Engaging the streets in such an
intentional and spiritual way is very powerful.
Having prayer as a focal point of this ministry
has really made a huge difference to
everything we do, and it is a joy to lead people
in communication with the Lord on
behalf of the women.
My overall experience with Alabaster Jar has
been a phenomenal one, and I’m so thankful
for all the ways God has provided for this
ministry. Wednesday nights are truly the
highlight of my week, and I would
recommend to anyone with a heart for
exploited women to join Alabaster Jar.

PARTNERSHIP WITH LIKE-MINDED MINISTRIES:
JIMMY’S STORY
Our NGO has a mission to serve those with
“little hope.” Alabaster Jar Berlin certainly
meets that criteria.
We partner with colleagues in the U.S.A.,
Uganda, Rwanda, and in Berlin. It was our joy
and delight to give a financial grant to
Alabaster Jar this year to further their work
and mission by how they simply plan, pray,
show up, and love women whose hope has
been
forgotten
or
lost
altogether.
We believe that hope is found in the form of
a Person - Jesus Christ. Hence, partnership
with people who share this conviction and are
putting action to their conviction is our desire.
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We are so impressed with this growing
ministry, their building of appropriate
structure, their financial responsibility, their
hearts for those who are broken, their vision
for the future, and most importantly their
time and energy to seek out women who are
in desperate need of love, encouragement,
friendship, and hope.
We count it our blessing to be able to support
this amazing work.
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LEARNING FROM THE WOMEN:
JOHANNA’S STORY
In my everyday life I often find myself
defining myself through my professional
success and I tend to put myself under
pressure to perform. My volunteer work with
Alabaster Jar always reminds me what life is
really all about. Every person is valuable
without
doing
anything
special.
It is incredibly refreshing that the women we
meet on Kurfürstenstraße have no desire at
all to begin a conversation with the question
"and what do you do for a living?” The
conversations on the street are so much more
honest, open and without judgement. It's
always about the person as such. As
volunteers, we primarily offer a listening ear,
something sweet, coffee (with an incredible
amount of sugar!) and a packet of condoms.

for example, I was particularly surprised
when two different women asked me about
the Biblical meaning of my name. In my 26
years not a single Christian has pointed this
out to me, but one evening on the street, two
of the women did.
What I admire about Jesus is reflected in the
vision and work of Alabaster Jar, namely to
bring back marginalized communities to the
heart of society. He is genuinely interested in
every person and their history and does not
allow Himself to be blinded by outward
appearances. In the Bible we see the power
of this kind of dedication. Therefore I am sure
that Alabaster Jar is on the right track with
their
approach.

The unique thing about outreach is that no
two weeks are the same. During an outreach,

REJOICING IN HIS FAITHFULNESS:
TARA’S STORY
Ten years ago, we were living in Frankfurt
and planting a church for Turkish speakers
when a Bulgarian Turkish man asked my
husband for prayer because all of the women
in his village had vanished– trafficked, he
believed. I could not stop thinking about
these women and I began to look for ways to
get involved. God began preparing my heart
to take the Gospel to women working in the
sex industry. Last August, we moved to Berlin
and I met Lynne and Nancy. They told me
that Alabaster Jar was looking for volunteers
to work in the Café. I jumped in.
My first day volunteering in the Café I met B.
Like many of the women, she was
homeless. She told me she had lost all hope.
I told her, “Our only real hope comes from
Jesus Christ.” She showed me the cross she
was wearing around her neck and said, "Yes.
I know Jesus. I pray to Him every day for
hope." I prayed for her and encouraged her
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to keep seeking Jesus. A few weeks later, B.
burst into the Café and announced, "I got a
new apartment!" I hugged her and we
rejoiced in the Lord’s faithfulness! She was no
longer homeless or hopeless.
Some of the women were speaking together
in Bulgarian and I could not understand
them. I tried speaking to them in German,
but they only gave quick answers and went
back to Bulgarian. I blurted out, "Turkçe
biliyor musunuz?” “Do you know Turkish?”
They looked at me in surprise and said,
"Evet!” “Yes!” A woman named L. began to
open up to me. She talked non-stop for about
twenty minutes. I’m thankful for the
opportunity to connect with these women in
the Alabaster Jar Café, show them Christ’s
love and tell them about Jesus.
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FINANCIALS
CONTEXT

ANALYSIS & NEEDS

Alabaster Jar’s financial outcome for 2019
was a significant improvement from previous
years. The staff team made a concerted effort
to improve overall donor communication,
provide easy avenues for giving, increase
visibility to new donors, and create awareness
through social media.

Total donations increased from 45.077 Euros
in 2018 to 61.443 Euros in 2019. This
represents a 33.6% increase in donations from
2018 and a 201% increase in donations since
2017.

We made considerable improvements in
financial tracking and bookkeeping, including
upgrading
our
accounting
software,
monitoring and analyzing financials on a
monthly basis, and performing an internal
audit of all financials since 2017.
As a German Verein, the next audit by the
German Tax Office (Finanzamt) will take
place in 2020, and we sought to ensure full
compliance and the accuracy of records in
preparation. We also welcomed a finance
intern, Nic Heil, who plans to continue
working with Alabaster Jar in 2020.

€ 61 .443

The primary source of these donations was
one-time donations, a year-end fundraising
campaign, church partnerships, and social
media awareness. Consistent monthly giving
represents approximately 30-35% of the total
annual income.
In 2020, we will continue to raise awareness
and seek consistent, monthly support to
expand our Outreach programme and
reach more women. Our donor base is
located primarily in Germany, the United
States, the UK, and a small number in New
Zealand. Funds in 2019 were used for staff,
café rent, office and outreach expenses.
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€ 3.32 0

€ 2 .840

€ 43.331
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Ala b a st e r Ja r e .V.
P rofit a nd Loss
Ja n ua ry - D ecember 2019
Tota l
In come
7,986.69

Church Donations
Corporate / Organization Donations

18,847.54
5,179.34
2,418.17
1,097.29
25,344.92
569.06

EU Funds
Facebook Donations
Fundraiser Events
Individual Donations
Missions Team Donations

€

Tota l In come

61,443.01

Expen s es
108.00
79.87
95.35
283.22
225.45
120.00
23.00
134.16
301.52
174.65
1,005.55
1,180.20
549.54
2,023.00
1,800.00
150.00
91.00
4,064.00
0.00
3,061.25
5,400.00
9,732.44
14,034.37
32,228.06
14.00
0.00
3,630.00
3,630.00
149.40
5.00
73.32
350.78

Advertising And Marketing
Printing
Website
Total Advertising And Marketing
Bank Fees and Charges
Charitable Contributions
Donor Relations
Employee Appreciation
Insurance -General
Legal and professional fees
Consultant Expense
Total Legal and professional fees
Office Supplies
Outreach Expenses
Cafe Rent
Literature
Social Work
Total Outreach Expenses
Payroll
Income Tax
Mini jobs
Social contributions
Wages & Salaries
Total Payroll
Postage
Rent
Office Rent
Total Rent
Software / Programs
Telephone
Verein Related Expense
Volunteer Relations

€
€

Tota l Expen s es
Net Ea rn i n gs

43,331.65
18,111.36

Wednesday, Feb 05, 2020 12:08:44PM GMT+1-Cash Basis
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GOALS
2019 was a year of faithfully sowing seeds and
working hard ground. We saw trust built in
new ways and relationship established –
women who wouldn’t have dared to engage
letting their walls down and worshipping in
the Café, declaring that they will not fear
“because my God is here.” We made progress
on all fronts including Outreach development,
donor care, fundraising, awareness raising, and
volunteer
and
Board
recruitment.
It is exciting to think that the dedication, vision,
prayers and sacrifice of the Alabaster Jar team
in 2019 can only reap fruit in the coming year.
What exactly that fruit will look like is yet to
be seen, but we are certain that He has great
things in store!
Our 2020 Goals include:
• Accrue more space, volunteers and resources
to expand our Outreach programme and
reach more women
• Sustain growth in annual income for 2020
• Increase consistent monthly support and
continuously improve donor care
• Grow volunteer team both for Outreach and
behind-the-scenes work
• Greater investment in volunteer training
and care for existing volunteers
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• Identify new key partners, strengthen
collaboration with existing partners, and
continue to raise the profile of Alabaster Jar in
Berlin and Germany
• Strengthen the Board to provide strategic
and spiritual oversight and accountability
We would really appreciate your prayers and
encouragement in 2020.
Please join us in praying for:
• the safety and health of our team members,
and their families
• the relationships we have with the women
we serve – for courage and breakthrough for
the those we are supporting
• women who are without a home and are
struggling with addiction. Pray for healing and
affordable access to rehab and recovery
services.
• the men – clients, pimps and traffickers. Pray
that they would encounter the love of Christ,
turn from their ways and to Jesus instead.
• for more long-term monthly donors to
partner with us, giving us the financial stability
to take bigger steps as an organization.

STEP ONE

CONTACT
To establish initial and regular
contact.
STEP TWO

COMMUNITY
To gradually eradicate the ‘us
and them’ division where a
family feel and sense of
belonging can evolve amongst
their own community, and
where mutual support and
meaningful
conversations happen.

To build relationship built on
trust and to walk alongside
prostituted women in Berlin’s
sex industry offering food,
warm clothing, practical
support, prayer and
encouragement.

STEP THREE

CONNECTION
To establish a strong referrals
process to vital service providers
such as social workers, job
centres, safe houses, emergency
accommodation, and medical
professionals.

STEP FOUR

CONTINUED
SUPPORT
To provide support along the
journey towards healing and
recovery from sexual exploitation
.
To establish support systems
where individuals are
empowered to make positive life
decisions and grow in confidence
in a caring community
.
To establish and maintain
ongoing effective communication
and collaboration between
Alabaster Jar and other
supporting organizations

To enable individuals working
in Berlin’s sex industry to
encounter God for themselves,
receive prayer, and explore
what life with Jesus could mean
for them.
STEP FIVE

COMMISSION
To enable individuals who have
exited prostitution to be a
positive example of a life
transformed and dignity
restored amongst their own
community.
To show that healing is possible
and that hope for change is a
reality.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We would like to extend a huge thank you to all our partners, volunteers and supporters.
Without you, our work would not be possible.

•

American Church in Berlin

•

Juliet Furst

•

Assembly of God Papakura

•

Junction 42

•

Carrickfergus Elim Church

•

Haley Ottolini, The Mosaic Initiative

•

Christus-Treff Berlin

•

Hope Apartments

•

CVJM Berlin e.V.

•

Karen Smith

•

Delphine Mousseau

•

Love Justice International

•

Diazno

•

Neustart e.V.

•

Ellyn Oliver

•

OM Deutschland

•

European Initiative

•

Pink Door e.V.

•

Ev. Kirchengemeinde St. Reinoldi Rupelrath

•

Reach Global Europe

•

Jacob Welsh Photography

•

Saddleback Peace Team

•

Jodie Wong Photography

•

The 5:14 Initiative
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“AND

LET US NOT GROW WEARY WHILE
DOING GOOD, FOR IN DUE SEASON WE SHALL
REAP IF WE DO NOT LOSE HEART.”

-GALATIANS 6:9 (ESV)

STAY CONNECTED
Visit our website: www.alabasterjar.de
Sign up online to receive our Newsletter
Download the Prayer Diary from our website
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram:
@alabasterjarberlin

GIVE A DONATION
Facebook ‘donate’ button
Betterplace (via our website)
Paypal
World Outreach International
Bank Transfer:
Alabaster Jar e.V.
IBAN: DE68 3706 0193 6005 4040 19
BIC: GENODED1PAX

CONTACT US
You can reach us at:
office@alabasterjar.de
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Alabaster Jar e.V.
Website // www.alabasterjar.de
Facebook & Instagram // @alabasterjarberlin
Alabaster Jar is a non-profit organization, registered with the local court Berlin Charlottenburg no. VR2774 B

